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21 Cordis Street (1805)
From Boston Landmark Commission’s Charlestown Historic
Resources Study 1981 (E. W. Gordon, Consultant)*:

Number 21 Cordis Street is a stately Federal house constructed
of Flemish bond brick, painted gray. The five by two bay main
block has three stories. There is a side ell of two stories, with
three by one bay, also of brick. To the rear of the side ell is a
low one-story wooden ell. The main block is characterized by a
boxy form with a center hall plan, planar wall surfaces, and a
hip roof.
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The center entrance is surmounted by a deeply recessed
semicircular fan light; the arch of the fanlight is edged with
header bricks. The front door is covered by a later multi-pane
outer door. The Windows have shutters and 6/6 wood sash. At
the third floor are small square windows. Both the main block
and the ell are enclosed by hip roofs.
Note: 21 Cordis had two one-story ells and a two-story ell
attached to the present wooden ell, as shown on the 1868
Sanborn Ins. Atlas, forming a U-shape.
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Builder: Oliver Holden
Original owner: John Smith
Architecturally, 21 Cordis ranks among the finest examples of
masonry Federal housing in Charlestown. Its main façade faces
a narrow passageway known as Cordis Street Avenue.
Particularly memorable are its boxy, typically Federal
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proportions, the pleasing planarity of its Flemish bond
brickwork surfaces and the crisp outline of its entrance’s
semicircular fan light. Shaded by an old tree, its main façade
overlooking a shrub and picket fence-lined yard, this house
stands with a narrow end wall facing Cordis Street.
Cordis Street was set out as early as 1799 over the pasture of
Capt. Joseph Cordis. This row is a key component of its
remarkable collection of masonry and wood frame houses
dating from the first half of the 19th century. Indeed, Cordis
Street’s housing stock presents in microcosm the various
phases of Charlestown's 19th century development.
Middlesex deeds indicate that 21 Cordis was built circa 1805,
probably by Oliver Holden, a Charlestown merchant and
builder. Born in Pepperell Massachusetts, Holden settled in
Charlestown in 1787. For many years he lived in a substantial
Federal house at the corner of Pearl and Wesley streets-now
the location of the Oliver Holden School. Holden was
responsible for the construction of a number of Federal houses
in the Salem Hill section (High, Salem, Pearl Street etc.)
Examples include 57 Bartlett Street, and possibly 100 High
Street, which is very similar to 21 Cordis in terms of form,
fenestration, etc. In addition, Holden was a Baptist preacher
and composer of religious music, most notably the "Coronation
Hymn".
In any event Holden sold 21 Cordis’ lot to John Smith of Boston,
a cabinetmaker, for $1300 on 20 October 1804. By October
1806 a dwelling house is mentioned as being located here. At
that time Smith sold 21 Cordis Street to Boston traders William
Simons and Shepherd Simons for $5000. The Simons owned
the property until March 1812, when Jonathan Brooks of
Bedford, a tanner, paid Simons $3000 for this house. Brooks, in
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turn, quickly sold the title to number 21 in April 1812 to Josiah
Bemis of Charlestown, a “gentleman.” By 1820 Bemis had
moved to Quincy.
Number 21 Cordis has historical associations with Abraham
Andrews, who purchased 21 Cordis from Bemis for $1900 on
29 June 1820. Abraham Andrews, a "gentleman" was principal
of several local schools including Town Hill School and the
Dolan Street School. He was a teacher at a private academy
located across the street from 21 Cordis. Andrews family
members (including Abby M Andrews, a clerk at the
Charlestown Five Cents Savings Bank, owned 21 Cordis until
the late 19th century.
During the early 20th century this house was owned by Susan
A. Getchell-this house is often referred to in guidebooks as the
"Getchell house".
Bibliography:
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*Digitized and edited, without change in content, from the

scanned record in the Massachusetts Cultural Resource
Information System, and with addition of current photographs.
In the case of houses that have been altered since the survey,
these photographs may not entirely correspond to the
architectural description. If earlier photographs of suitable
quality are available, these have been included.
R. Dinsmore
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Photographs from the Historic American Buildings Survey,
Arthur C. Haskell, Photographer. 1935
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Start of stairs
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Dining room fireplace
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